With 300,000,000 riders annually, roller coasters are a popular recreational activity. Although the number of roller coaster injuries is relatively low, the precise effect of roller coaster rides on our brains remains unknown. Here we present the quantitative characterization of brain displacements and deformations during roller coaster rides. For two healthy adult male subjects, we recorded head accelerations during three representative rides, and, for comparison, during running and soccer headers. From the recordings, we simulated brain displacements and deformations using rigid body dynamics and finite element analyses. Our findings show that despite having lower linear accelerations than sports head impacts, roller coasters may lead to brain displacements and strains comparable to mild soccer headers. The peak change in angular velocity on the rides was 9.9 rad/sec, which was higher than the 5.6 rad/sec in soccer headers with ball velocities reaching 7 m/sec. Maximum brain surface displacements of 4.0 mm and maximum principal strains of 7.6% were higher than in running and similar to soccer headers, but below the reported average concussion strain. Brain strain rates during roller coaster rides were similar to those in running, and lower than those in soccer headers. Strikingly, on the same ride and at a similar position, the two subjects experienced significantly different head kinematics and brain deformation. These results indicate that head motion and brain deformation during roller coaster rides are highly sensitive to individual subjects. Although our study suggests that roller coaster rides do not present an immediate risk of acute brain injury, their long-term effects require further longitudinal study.
Introduction
A n estimated 300,000,000 people ride roller coasters annually at American amusement parks. 1 The accelerations experienced on roller coaster rides contribute to their thrilling nature; however, the effect of these accelerations on the brain is largely unknown. Previously, there have been several case studies reporting serious brain injuries attributed to roller coasters, [1] [2] [3] including seven cases of subdural hematoma, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] two cases of subarachnoid hemorrhage, 11, 12 and multiple cases of concussion. 1, 13, 14 These types of brain injuries have been extensively studied and are thought to be mostly caused by excessive mechanical deformations of the bridging veins causing subdural hematoma, 15 of aneurysms causing subarachnoid hemorrhage, 12, 16 and of the parenchymal brain tissue itself causing concussion. 17 Given that most of these patients did not have known pre-existing brain conditions, and that some of these patients specifically denied direct head trauma during the ride, these clinical reports raise a concern of brain injury risks in roller coaster rides.
Brain injury risks are traditionally quantified by head/skull kinematics, and two previous studies have measured head kinematics during roller coaster rides. 18, 19 One study estimated peak angular head acceleration of <500 rad/sec 2 by measuring seat linear accelerations, neglecting neck motion, and assuming that the head pivots stiffly about the base of the skull. 19 This assumption likely underestimated head rotation, as it could not account for whiplash from neck motion. Another study used a bite bar to measure head motions during roller coaster rides directly, and reported up to 10g linear acceleration and 10 rad/sec angular velocity. 18 This study also calculated the head injury criterion, a linear acceleration-based criterion, and found it to be less than that of an 18 mph car crash. However, the brain injury criterion was originally developed to identify severe brain injuries such as skull fractures, and has not been validated for mild brain injuries such as concussions. 17 A major limitation of skull acceleration-based metrics such as the brain injury criterion is that they do not capture brain displacements or deformations and, therefore, may not accurately predict the mechanisms associated with brain trauma. Brain strains could explain the mechanism of diffuse axonal injury and serve as a predictor for concussions or chronic traumatic encephalopathy, 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] and brain displacements may help to explain damage to blood vessels. To estimate brain displacements and deformations, several groups used skull kinematics as inputs for a variety of model-based approaches. 20, [24] [25] [26] [27] Rigid body brain models, validated against in vivo and cadaveric human brain motion imaging data, provide valuable insight into the displacement of the brain relative to the skull and can be used to simulate long-duration events. 28 Finite element brain models allow the brain to deform, 21, 29, 30 permitting the quantification of strain patterns within the brain 30, 31 and thus the identification of local regions at risk for brain tissue damage. [32] [33] [34] [35] However, finite element brain models are computationally expensive and can only be used to simulate short (e.g., <100 ms) durations (R2-1). Because of these computational limitations, we can use the coarser, but more computationally efficient, rigid body model to simulate long-duration events and identify time periods that are likely to yield large brain strains for simulation in finite elements.
To better understand the risk of brain injury during roller coaster rides, we estimated brain displacements and strains using the previously described model-based approaches. We collected head kinematics from roller coaster rides, and, for comparison, from everyday activities such as running and from mild soccer headers. For each activity, we simulated brain displacements over an entire activity using rigid body simulations. Using a finite element brain model, we also simulated brain deformation over short time windows when the most amount of brain displacements were observed from the rigid body model. We compared the head kinematics as well as brain displacements and strains in each activity. Based on these comparisons, our study could indicate a low-but previously unidentified-risk of brain injury during roller coaster rides.
Methods
Two healthy male human subjects wore instrumented mouthguards [36] [37] [38] during roller coaster rides, running, and soccer headers to measure head kinematics during these activities. We then used the measured head kinematics to drive a rigid body model 28 and a finite element model 32 to estimate the displacement and strain experienced by the brain.
Subjects
Two healthy male human subjects were recruited for this pilot study. At the time of the study, Subject A was 26 years old, with a height of 167 cm, weight of 65.8 kg, neck length of 12.5 cm, neck circumference of 37cm, and head circumference of 59 cm. Subject B was also 26 years old, with a height of 175 cm, weight of 59.0 kg, neck length of 12.5 cm, neck circumference of 35 cm, and head circumference of 57.5 cm. Neck length was measured from the C7 spinous process to the tragus of the ear, neck circumference was measured perpendicular to the long axis of the neck above the thyroid cartilage, and head circumference was measured passing through the superciliary ridge and the opisthocranion. 39 
Measuring head kinematics
We used our previously validated instrumented mouthguard [36] [37] [38] ( Fig. 1A) to measure head kinematics during roller coaster rides, running, and soccer headers. We custom designed the instrumented mouthguard to fit tightly to the upper dentition of each human subject. This provided tight coupling of the sensors to the skull through the maxilla compared with other sensors mounted on either headgear or the skin. We equipped the instrumented mouthguard with a triaxial accelerometer (H3LIS331DL) and a triaxial gyroscope (ITG3500A) to measure the linear acceleration and angular velocity of the head at 1000 Hz for the entire duration of each activity.
Measured activities
Each subject participated in three roller coaster rides at a local amusement park. The roller coaster data collection was a research practicum that did not fall under the purview of the institutional review board (IRB), given the fact that roller coaster rides are a common recreational activity, and the pilot nature of the study. One subject also participated in mild soccer header impacts, which was approved under Stanford IRB #26620. Both subjects wore the instrumented mouthguard to measure head kinematics. Subjects sat side by side during roller coaster rides, which were among the most thrilling rides at the amusement park and had advertised g forces up to 4.5g. Additionally, both subjects performed a 3 min run at an *9 min mile pace, which was selected as a representative everyday activity that was considered safe for the brain. The soccer headers represented mild sports head impacts and were delivered using a ball launcher (Soccer Tutor, Burbank, CA) with a ball speed of 7.0 m/sec, which is the average speed for headers in youth. 37 
Kinematics post-processing
We transformed the raw head linear acceleration and angular velocity kinematics from the mouthguard into a head-fixed anatomical frame and projected to the head's center of gravity, with x in the posterior-anterior direction, y in the right-left direction, and z in the inferior-superior direction. We filtered the linear acceleration signals using a fourth order Butterworth low pass filter with a CFC180 300 Hz cutoff frequency and filtered the angular velocity signals using a fourth order Butterworth low pass filter with a 184 Hz cutoff frequency according to the device's bandwidth. The linear acceleration and angular velocity filters have been shown to be sufficient for measuring impacts in American football, 38, 40 which likely have higher frequency content than head motions observed during roller coaster rides. We obtained the angular accelerations by differentiating the angular velocity signals using a five point stencil. 17 We computed peak linear acceleration magnitude, peak change in angular velocity, and peak angular acceleration magnitude for each roller coaster ride and each activity.
Rigid body simulation of brain displacements
To estimate brain displacements throughout the entire time course of these activities, we performed a rigid body simulation of brain motion within the skull. We modeled the gross motion of the brain using a rigid body representation of the brain-skull interaction with dynamic elements representing the connective tissue. 28 We used a previously developed sagittal plane rigid body brain model developed based on in vivo MRI images of mild head impacts and validated against cadaver impacts. 26 Because the rigid body model had only been rigorously validated in the sagittal plane, we only used sagittal plane kinematics to drive the rigid body simulation. Because our sagittal plane simulation does not include out-of-plane kinematics, it only provides a surrogate measure to estimate the temporal evolution of the brain displacement with respect to the skull to identify the most critical 100 ms window for the finite element simulation. Using input kinematics from the roller coaster rides, running, and the soccer header activities, we calculated the maximum brain displacement and peak brain velocity at the superior boundary between the brain and skull over the entire time course of the activities. To probe the sensitivity of the maximum brain displacements with respect to varying brain stiffness and varying brain mass, we performed additional rigid body simulation with 80% and 120% of the initial stiffness and of the initial mass for all three rides.
Finite element simulation of brain strains
To estimate local brain deformations, we performed finite element simulations using the KTH brain model. 32 The KTH brain
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model includes an anatomically detailed discretization of the scalp, the skull, the brain, the meninges, the cerebrospinal fluid, 11 pairs of the largest parasagittal bridging veins, and a simple neck with the extension of the spinal cord and the dura mater, with 7128 hexahedral elements in the brain. We used the linear accelerations and angular velocities from the three roller coaster rides, running, and soccer headers as input to the simulation and predicted the deformation field across the brain using the finite element software LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA). Because three-dimensional finite element simulations require substantial computational cost and the finite element brain model is not validated for long-duration simulations, we restricted our simulations to selected 100 ms intervals from each activity. For the roller coaster rides and for the running activities, we selected five 100 ms windows that included the largest brain displacements as predicted by the rigid body model. For the soccer header activity, we programmed the mouthguards to only record impact kinematics over a 100 ms period during the head impact. Once the simulations were completed, we processed the results using LS PrePost (Livermore Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA). As indicators for brain injury incidence in contact sports, we computed the peak maximum principal Green-Lagrange strains and strain rates from each simulation. 17, 21 In addition, we extracted the engineering strains in the bridging veins and compared them against reported values for bridging vein failure. 41 To probe the sensitivity of the maximum brain strains with respect to varying brain stiffness and varying simulation window size, we performed additional finite element simulation with 80% and 120% of the initial stiffness and 140 ms and 180 ms simulation windows by adding 20 ms and 40 ms at the beginning and end of each simulation for all three rides. Figure 1B shows the linear acceleration and angular velocity recording during the ride with the highest kinematics for Subject A. Figure 1C shows selected 100 ms traces of roller coaster kinematics, running, and an average soccer header that were used for finite element simulation. Comparing kinematics from all activities and both subjects, we found that during roller coaster rides, the maximum linear acceleration magnitude was 8.0g, the maximum change in angular velocity magnitude was 9.9 rad/sec, and the maximum angular acceleration magnitude was 290 rad/sec 2 . During running, the maximum linear acceleration magnitude was 3.6g, the maximum change in angular velocity magnitude was 3.7 rad/sec, and the maximum angular acceleration magnitude was 161 rad/sec 2 . Finally, during a mild soccer header, the maximum linear acceleration magnitude was 11.6g, the maximum change in angular velocity magnitude was 5.0 rad/sec, and the maximum angular acceleration magnitude was 1100 rad/sec 2 . Although the maximum angular velocity change in the roller coaster exceeded the maximum angular velocity change in soccer headers, the angular acceleration and linear acceleration magnitudes in roller coaster were lower, indicating a difference in motion duration between the two activities.
Results

Head kinematics during activities
To better quantify how roller coaster kinematics and running kinematics compare with mild sports impacts, we identified the number of instances in which roller coaster or running kinematics exceeded our average soccer header kinematics. Over the 14 mild soccer headers administered, the average linear acceleration was magnitude 9.4g, the average angular velocity was magnitude 4.8 rad/sec, and the average angular acceleration magnitude was 847 rad/sec 2 . Our mild soccer header average linear acceleration is in agreement with the previously reported 10g average on the field. 42 For Subject A, roller coaster angular velocity exceeded average soccer header angular velocity just once during ride 2. For Subject B, roller coaster angular velocity exceeded average soccer header angular velocity a total of 21 times over all three rides, with the majority (17) of instances occurring during ride 2. These data suggest there exists inter-subject and inter-ride variability. Summary statistics broken down by subject and by ride are presented in Figure S1 and Table S1 (see online supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com). Briefly, the ride with the highest kinematics (ride 2) had up to 50% greater kinematics than the ride with the lowest kinematics (ride 3). In addition, Subject B had up to 50% greater kinematics than Subject A in all activities. Roller coaster linear acceleration and angular acceleration magnitudes did not exceed average soccer header values for either subject. In addition, neither subjects' running kinematics exceeded average soccer header kinematics.
Simulated brain displacements
We estimated brain displacements over the time course of our activities using a rigid body simulation, assuming that the brain acts like a rigid body within the skull. The peak brain surface displacement was highest during the mild soccer headers, with magnitudes of 4.2 mm. For both subjects, roller coaster brain surface displacements were highest for ride 2, with 3.6 mm and 4.0 mm, and lowest for ride 3, with 2.1 mm and 2.0 mm. Rides 1 and 3 were also the rides with the highest and lowest change in angular velocity. For both subjects, the brain surface displacements were lowest in running, with 0.68 mm and 1.5 mm. Similar trends were observed for the brain surface velocity. Figure 2A illustrates representative time histories of the brain surface displacement and velocities from ride 3 for Subject A. The simulated brain displacements were sensitive to the brain model stiffness and mass: decreasing/increasing the stiffness by 20% increased/decreased the maximum displacement by *20%; decreasing/increasing the mass by 20% decreased/increased the maximum displacement by *20%.
Simulated brain strains
We calculated brain strains with the KTH finite element model using selected 100 ms windows from the roller coaster rides, running, and soccer headers based on maximum displacement as predicted by the rigid body model. Because these 100 ms windows were chosen based on results from the rigid body model, the 100 ms windows were primarily sagittal motions. This also allows for comparison against the primarily sagittal mild soccer headers. Figure 2B compares the strain profiles across the brain for all three activities. Our simulations show that the highest peak strain from roller coaster rides is greater than strains in running, but comparable with those from soccer headers. However, a larger region of the brain experienced strains >5% in the soccer header than in the roller coaster simulation. Figure 2C illustrates the inter-subject and inter-ride variability of the simulated peak principal strains and strain rates. We observed a significant variation in the peak strains between the two subjects, and notable differences across the three rides. Subject A experienced smaller brain strains in roller coaster rides than did Subject B ( p < 0.05, unpaired t test). The maximum principal strain among all rides was 7.6%, recorded for Subject B during ride 2 (Fig. 2C) . Of the three different rides, the average peak brain strains were highest during ride 2 and lowest during ride 3. The average peak strains during ride 2 were 60% larger than those during ride 3. The majority of the roller coaster simulations predicted strains <5.0%, and most of the roller coaster simulations stayed within the 1.0-2.0% strain regime, suggesting that the strains remained low during most of the ride. The simulated brain strains were sensitive to the brain model stiffness and simulation window: decreasing/increasing the stiffness by a factor two increased/decreased the maximum strain approximately by a factor of two; increasing the simulation window from 100 ms to 140 ms and 180 ms decreased the strains during rides 1 and 3, but increased the strains during ride 2. When compared with other activities, roller coaster peak strains were higher than strains during running, but at or below the level of a soccer header. The peak strain rates during roller coaster rides were comparable with the strain rates observed during running, and both were markedly lower than those observed in mild sports impacts. Peak strains during roller coaster rides were primarily located at the cortical surface around the posterior part of the frontal lobe near the midsagittal plane, which agrees with the location of peak displacements in the rigid body model. Finally, peak engineering strains in the bridging veins remained <1.0% for all simulated roller coaster time windows.
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Discussion
In this study, we present the first-ever estimated brain displacements and brain deformations from riding roller coaster rides simulated using measured head kinematics. We recorded linear acceleration and angular velocity kinematics of two subjects equipped with a custom-designed instrumented mouthguard during three selected rides, and used the recordings to quantify brain displacements and strains using rigid body dynamics and finite element analysis. For comparison, we performed the same analysis for everyday activities and mild sports impacts. Our preliminary finding is that during all rides, the average brain displacements and strain levels remain lower than those in mild sports head impacts and likely present low risk of acute brain injuries. However, the peak brain displacements and strains during these rides are higher than in everyday activities and comparable with mild sports impacts.
Overall, our recorded peak linear accelerations and angular velocities during roller coaster rides are similar to those previously reported in the literature. 18 With a maximum linear acceleration of 8.0g, the recorded linear accelerations are twice as high as the advertised g force level of 4.5g, 1 indicating that roller coaster seat kinematics may underestimate the head motion experienced. The maximum angular acceleration of 290 rad/sec 2 is much smaller than the one previously reported. 18 The discrepancy in angular accelerations may be the result of a difference in instrumentation. 
KUO ET AL.
In the previous study, subjects were instrumented with a bite bar wherein the accelerometers and gyroscopes were located at the end of a tab that extended outside of the mouth. A previous mouthguard validation study has suggested that such tabs can overpredict kinematics as a result of the tab resonating as a cantilever beam. 43 Our instrumentation with sensors located directly inside the mouthguard do not exhibit cantilever resonance by placing sensors closer, and therefore more rigidly affixed, to the upper dentition. 37, 38 The kinematics observed between the two subjects differed during the roller coaster rides. This is evidenced by the fact that Subject B experienced head angular velocities exceeding average mild soccer header impacts 21 times over all three rides, whereas Subject A experienced large head angular velocities only once in ride 2. Discrepancy in the kinematics may be the result of a number of factors, including seating position and subject anatomy. We controlled for seating position by having our two subjects sit side by side on each of the three rides. In terms of anatomy, Subject A had greater mass, and larger neck and head circumference. This may indicate a slightly stronger neck, which would better stabilize the head, resulting in lower roller coaster kinematics.
To assess the relative risk of roller coaster kinematic events, we performed a direct comparison with mild soccer headers, which may have a non-negligible injury risk, and running, which we assume to be a safe activity. Our measurements show that linear accelerations during roller coaster rides lie between those of mild soccer headers and running. We observe a similar trend for the angular accelerations; however, the angular velocities during roller coaster rides are similar-if not slightly higher-than the angular velocities during mild soccer headers. Head angular velocity has been reported to correlate better with brain strain than linear head kinematics. 20, 32 Therefore, even though the roller coaster linear and angular accelerations are lower than mild soccer headers, indicating low injury risks in line with previous findings, the higher angular velocity in the rides may be causing higher than expected amounts of brain deformation.
To quantify the effects of the head kinematics on the brain, we calculated brain displacements using our measured skull kinematics. Our simulations revealed brain surface displacements of up to 4.0 mm with respect to the skull, and brain velocities of up to *10 cm/sec. These values lie within the range of previous studies that had reported brain displacements on the order of 2.0-3.0 mm in response to mild 2.0 cm head drops with no injury to the brain. 44 However, our rigid body model was initially developed and validated only in the sagittal plane. As such, it does not include out-of-plane kinematics and only provides a surrogate measure to estimate the temporal evolution of the overall displacement. The maximum three-dimensional displacement across the entire brain could potentially be significantly larger. For bridging veins with an average length of 6.0 mm and an orientation along the anteriorposterior direction, our maximum sagittal brain surface displacements of 4.0 mm would translate into stretches up to 1.67, which is close to or even beyond the critical bridging vein failure stretch of 1.50.
The rigid body analysis allowed us to coarsely assess the effect of head kinematics on the brain over the time course of an entire event, which cannot be achieved using more refined finite element models. To obtain a more detailed view of brain deformations, we calculated brain strains using three-dimensional finite element simulations of substantial brain displacement events, and compared the resulting maximum principal strains and strain rates across different activities. Our results show that although peak brain strains remain <5.0% in most simulated roller coaster events, the peak strains do reach levels comparable with those resulting from mild sports impacts during soccer headers, and exceed the strains experienced during normal activities, including running. Our peak strains during roller coaster rides of 7.6% are smaller than injury thresholds for concussion reported in the literature: recent finite element analyses using the same model have shown that football players who sustained concussions experienced strain levels of 30%. 32 A recent injury criterion developed using another finite element brain model suggests that there is a 25% chance of mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) at strain levels of 14%. 45 Controlled ex vivo experiments on white matter tissue report functional and structural injury thresholds at strain levels of 18% and 21%. 22 Although previous research shows that more severe injuries are typically associated with strain concentrations in deeper regions of the brain, 17 our simulations predict localized peak strains during roller coaster rides near the cortical surface. Neither of our subjects experienced acute concussion symptoms. Even though roller coaster strains are likely subconcussive, repeated subconcussive impacts have been linked with cumulative brain damage and subsequent long-term neurodegeneration. [46] [47] [48] To quantify the effect of large linear and angular velocities on brain deformation rates, we calculated the strain rate, because rate effects have been shown to correlate with the risk of concussion. 32, 49 Strain rates during roller coaster rides were closer to those during running, and both were lower than those during mild sports impacts. Although similar changes in angular velocity magnitudes were observed in roller coaster rides compared with mild sports impacts, the angular acceleration magnitudes were much lower, indicating more gradual change in angular velocity, which may help explain the lower strain rates during roller coaster rides. Recent axon injury models suggest that strain rates play a critical role in diffuse axonal injury and that axonal damage is more likely when axons are stretched faster. [49] [50] [51] The moderate strain rates observed during roller coaster rides suggest that strain rates are unlikely to trigger acute brain tissue damage; however, their long-term effects-especially when occurring often and repetitively over long periods of time-remain unclear, and likely require further longitudinal study.
Rigid body and finite element simulations provide a promising starting point to explore mechanisms for roller coaster induced subdural hematomas. 6, [8] [9] [10] Our rigid body simulations estimate roller coaster brain surface displacement on the order of 2.0-4.0mm, which may lead to stretching of the bridging veins between the brain and skull. 41 Although the rigid body model does not represent the bridging veins as individual substructures, we can estimate the maximum stretch within the sagittal plane: If bridging veins were oriented along the anterior-posterior direction and had an average length of 6.0 mm, they would experience stretches up to 1.67, which is close to or even beyond the critical bridging vein failure stretch of 1.50. Our finite element simulations provide more detail and show significant peak strains near the superior surface of the brain. Although our finite element model includes 11 pairs of the largest parasagittal bridging veins, 32 their structural and material properties have not yet been validated with experimental measurements. Another potential limitation is that the KTH brain model represents the brain through its convex hull only. 26 Representing the brain with its complex surface geometry with individual gyri and sulci 30 might help increase the accuracy of the model. Further development of a model validated for estimating displacements at the brain-skull boundary is necessary to accurately model the impact of brain displacements and strains on the bridging veins as a mechanism for subdural hematomas.
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Although our study provides valuable insight into the interplay of brain kinematics, displacement, and strain, it has a few limitations that need to be addressed in future studies. First, although our rigid body simulations efficiently provide an initial insight into the effects of elevated head kinematics, they are currently limited to sagittal in-plane effects. It has been shown that brain strains are more sensitive to axial and coronal angular rotations, 52 which our methodology does not capture because of the sagittal-plane rigid body model. However, we believe that the results from the sagittal plane model and finite element simulations may represent a lower bound on the true peak brain strains and strain rates observed in roller coaster rides. In addition, we found the rigid body simulations to be useful in identifying time windows of extreme kinematic events. Second, although our rigid body simulations cover the entire roller coaster ride of *3 min, we limit each finite element simulation to a 100 ms simulation window because of its high computational cost. We selected this length because the model had previously been validated with 100 ms duration impacts. 26 Third, we adopted resting state initial conditions, although the simulation windows were located in the middle of the ride. Table S2 highlights the sensitivity of the simulated peak strains with respect to the simulation window (see online supplementary material at http:// www.liebertpub.com). When the simulation is increased from 100 ms to 140 ms and 180 ms, the peak strains either increase or decrease depending on the overall velocity and acceleration profile. This shows that although current finite element brain simulations often assume zero initial conditions at the beginning of impacts, future studies are needed to quantify the sensitivity of brain strains to different initial conditions. Finally, finite element modeling of the brain is still an active area of research. Multiple models have been developed, and comparisons of such models do not show oneto-one correspondence in their predictions of brain deformations because of differences in model characteristics such as mesh size, material properties, and geometry. 53 As a result, in our study, we mainly made comparisons of the brain deformation measures with published injury threshold levels developed using the same model. Further, additional development of the model may help further increase accuracy through investigations of the effects of incorporating anisotropy, vasculature, and more complex geometry such as sulci and gyri. [54] [55] [56] Tables S2 and S3 highlight the sensitivity of maximum brain displacements and strains with respect to varying brain stiffness and mass for three different rides (see online supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com). Our sensitivity studies suggest that, in our low impact regime, brain displacements and strains vary approximately linearly with variations in stiffness and mass. The original finite element model was parameterized and validated for more severe impacts with linear acceleration >20g and angular accelerations >20 rad/sec, whereas most of the roller coaster acceleration events had less severe kinematics. More studies are needed to ensure that our model parameters are insensitive to the longer duration and reduced magnitude of roller coaster acceleration events.
Our study represents the first thorough analysis of the effect of brain dynamics during roller coaster rides on the displacement and deformations inside the brain, with the ultimate goal of characterizing the risk of injury and comparing it with that of contact sports. Our results suggest that the brain experiences surface displacements and local strains comparable with those observed in mild sports impacts. Although we only piloted the analysis for two study subjects and three representative rides, peak principal strains and strain rates displayed a notable inter-subject and inter-ride variability. Although our two study subjects were of the same gender and age and of a similar height, and performed the same three rides, their brain kinematics and brain strains were statistically significant with differences of up to 63%. This suggests that injury susceptibility can vary greatly on an individual basis; testing rides on multiple subjects could more rigorously ensure safety. The limiting of g forces alone might be an insufficient design criterion for roller coaster rides. Further studies will be needed to more comprehensively estimate brain dynamics across different roller coaster rides and across a more diverse population of roller coaster enthusiasts.
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